
I CAN 'lUJOI FOR HEALTH
by Paul E. Dennison, Ph.D. and Gail Hargrove

The E-K/TouchFor Health family is a group of people whoare dedicated to
the therapeutic values inherent in touching. Weseem to love to touch and
to be touched. Webalance each other, hug each other, and teach the
benefits of touching in our classes. Indeed, touching is the comerstone of
our work.

There is a difference, however, between enjoying touching and enjoying the
work that we profess to do. In counseling new instructors to teach E-K, we
have discovered, through muscl,etesting, that sanetirnes our inner beliefs
about touching and healing are in conflict. Manyof our attitudes about
touching are evidently fonned in early childhood or are based upon
unconscious responses beyond our overt awareness. lVluscletesting, in our
workshops, can help people to discover areas which need talancing and
to anchor positive growth decisions.

The attitudes shared by instructors about touching can be divided into three
categories:

1. ANALYTIC-BRAINBELIEVERS
2. GESTALT-BRAINBELIEVERS
3. WHOLE-BRAINBELIhVERS

1. The ANALYTIC-BRAINBELIEVERmoos that E-Kand TFHwork. They Learn the
techniques and. apply them diligently, studying, rnenorizing, and getting it
"right". They moo that, whenE-K and TFHwork, it is because they have
done it correctly. They see the techniques as therapeutic; not thernselves.
'!bey see themselves as technicians rather than as healers. They gain little
satisfaction fran their work, because they really do not see howthey are
playing any real part in it at all. l<1anynever get started teaching E-Kor
TFHbecause they feel they are never quite ready enough. They just have to
Learn one more thing, attend one more workshop, or read one more book, then
they will be ready.

2. THEGFSTAL'l'-BRAINBELIEVERmoos the healing PJWerof the universe. She
has known her special powers since she was a child. Perhaps she has had sane
psychic or other trans-personal experience. She has used her powers of touch
manytimes, with her children or with animals, and believes they are a
special gift. She moos that healing is done by the body, through sane
force beyond medicine or any system, even those as wonderful as E-Kand TFH.
She is afraid of these pcwer'sat a deep level, however, She believes they
are not hers to use. They certainly are not powers for which she should
charge a fee or makea living.

3. THEWHOLE-BRAINBELIEVERknowsthat E-Kand TFHare tools which help
people because they help to canmunicate with the body's wisdan to moo what
it needs. They also know that they are indispensible in the healing process
as a channel, bringing unconditional love to each situation so that an
envirorunent for healing is provided. They know that, the more they know and
can give a person in need of help, the more effective they can be and the
more they will receive fran the universe, in return.
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'HIE "'lWrn" TEST

Wehave Int.roduced the "touch" test into our workshops, with amazing
results. People whohave been unable to get started in holistic health or
to feel gcx:rlabout themselves through their work are finally attracting
clients and classes, are finally earning rroney, and are finally doing
something meaningful with their lives.

The "touch" test is simple, yet profound. Please check yourself on it and
make the necessary corrections. Youwill be glad that you did.

The "touch" test

1. Test a strong indicator muscle in the clear

2. Version one (verbal)
Say, "I can touch for health." (strong or weak?) If weak, go on to #3.

3. Version two (non-verbal)
Muscle test a friend. Nowhave a third person test your indicator muscle.
(strong or weak?) If weak, you are uncanfortable about touching for sane
reason. Youmay be in holistic health as an ANALYTIC-BRAINBELIEVERor
as a GESTALT-BRAINBELIEVER.Youneed to be balanced to be a WHOLE-BRAIN
BELIEVER.

4. If strong on #2 and #3 you are a WHOLE-BRAINBELIEVERwhen you say, "I
can touch for Health."

Correction: 'Ib clear the stress or over/energy which makes you test weak on
#2 and/or #3, do the "positive points" or "Cook's Hook-ups" until you test
strong, or work with an E-K instructor to make the correction.
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COPING WITH CHEMOTHERAPY
by Nancy Bruning DO
Nancy Bruning, a medical journalist and former
chemotherapy patient, explains in laymen's terms
what is now known about cancer, how che-
motherapeutic agents attempt to control or eradi-
cate it, the side effects and how to deal with them.

ISBN: 0-385-27907-8
__.31242 14.95

CANCER AND NUTRITION
A 10-Point Plan to Reduce Your Chances of
Getting Cancer
by Charles Simone, M.D. MGWH
Dr. Simone shows, through the latest scientific
findin(js, the role nutrition plays in preventing
cancers by modifying the risk factors that lead to
the disease. 5 5/16" by 8".

ISBN: 0-07 -057527-4
--63517 paper 7.95

SCIENCE / MATHEMATICS

THE BODY ELECTRIC
Electromagnetism and the
Foundation of Life
by Robert O. Becker, M.D., and
Gary Selden MORW

*THE DIET WORKSHOP® WILD WEEKEND DIET
by Lois Lindauer DELA
In a lively motivating style the founder and
international director of the Diet Workshop out-
lines a program that can be adhered to easily for a
lifetime without feeling deprived or discouraged.

ISBN: 0-385-29383-6
__ 73433 13.95

More than one hundred detailed illustrations of
Dr. Robert Becker's experiments and important
findings demonstrate the ways in which our
bodies require electricity to function and how
bioelectricity aids regeneration and healing. 100
line drawings.
ISBN: 0-688-00123-8
-19968 17.95J


